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Great products come from iteration; they evolve—or more precisely,
they co-evolve with changing internal and external environments.
That is to say: all products are the result of conversations.
A new product teaches its environment. The environment also teaches the product.

Product Managers

Users

Some conversations are
with the product team.

Some conversations are
with the marketplace.
Product

Those conversations
cannot be controlled,
but they can be supported.
That is, managers,
engineers, and designers
can create conditions
in which the right
conversations flourish.

Engineers
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Critics

Designers

Those conversations
are difficult to manage,
though smart, connected
products are creating new
possibilities.

Competitors
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The partnership between Steve Jobs and Jony Ive is famous.
What’s rarely discussed is what it means, what we can learn from it.
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It was an on-going conversation that built a relationship and trust.
“We had lunch together pretty much every day.
He would spend many afternoons a week
in the design studio, and we became very
close friends.”

—Jony Ive, Financial Times, March 13, 2015
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The Jobs-Ives conversation is not unique; pretty much everywhere
that you find really great design, you find such conversations.
Steve Jobs + Jonathan Ive = Apple
Ed Catmull + John Lasseter = Pixar
Tom Watson, Jr. + Eliot Noyes = IBM
Walter Paepke + Herbert Bayer = Container Corp.
Adriano Olivetti + Marcello Nizzoli = Olivetti
Artur & Erwin Braun + Dieter Rams = Braun
Max Dupree + George Nelson = Herman Miller
William Paley + William Golden = CBS
Frank Stanton + Lou Dorfsman = CBS
Hans Knoll + Florence Schust = Knoll
Martha Stewart + Gael Towey & Eric Pike = Martha Stewart
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Pixar has made 15 hit movies—in a row—by design, not luck.
Founder Ed Catmull explains how in his book, Creativity, Inc.
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Story meetings at Pixar—conversations, without laptops,
supported by a dedicated war room, lots of sketches,
a high-info-density physical environment.
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Increasingly, venture capital (VC) and business consulting firms
are bringing senior designers into their conversations.
– Google Ventures named Braden Kowitz “Design Partner”
– Khosla hired Irene Au, former head of design at Google
– Kleiner-Perkins hired John Maeda, former RISD President
– Accenture bought European service design firm Fjord.
– Deloitte bought design planning firm Doblin Group.
– McKinsey bought SF product design firm Lunar.
These firms didn’t hire these designers to make wireframes;
they hired them to change the nature of their conversations.
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The quality of the conversation depends on the relationship
between a design group and the organization that it supports.

Separate

Peripheral

Central

Integrated

Design as external resource

Design as part of the organization

Design at the core
of the organization

Design integral to all aspects
of the organization

Design thinking and methods
have no continuous presence
in the organization.

Design thinking and methods
practiced somewhere within
the organization.

Design thinking and methods
are highly visible and
take a central position.

They are add-ons,
limited to traditional problems:
form, communication, function.

They apply to specific
products and services.

They unify products and
services across an organization;
apply to corporate design
and brand strategy.

Design thinking and methods
are being applied at an
organization’s top level
as means to inquire into
a wide range of organizational
problems with the aim to
develop integrated solutions.

— Sabine Junginger, 2009
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Traditional, industrial age management is hierarchical.
Designers add style after a product has been engineered.

Manager Designer

Manager Designer

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Means

Means

Means

Means

Controlling:
Manager tells designer
what to do + how to do it;
designer executes.
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Mentoring:
Manager sets goals
but discusses means
with designer.

Emerging, information age management is more collegial.
Designers participate throughout the entire development cycle.

Manager Designer

Manager Designer

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Means

Means

Means

Means

Delegating:
Manager sets goal
but leaves means
to the designer.
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Collaborating:
Manager and designer
set goals together.
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Sophisticated managers operating in an agile manner,
avoid waterfall handoffs and include designers in daily scrums.
But agile managers often fall into the trap
of focusing on wireframes, without building
the necessary foundation.
If your designer isn’t producing wireframes
fast enough, it may be because you didn’t
make time to build the right scaffolding.
That is, you may not be having
the right conversations.
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The right conversations iterate shared vision and conceptual structures.
That’s where effectiveness, efficiency, and engagement are born.
“At its heart, software design is about creating virtual worlds
in which users work, learn, and play.
Virtuality has two aspects:
1. Conceptual structure—the ideas and how they unfold,
connect, and lodge in the mind
2. Feel—how things look and the other sensations we experience
(crude or slick, bumpy or smooth, warm or cool)
The real issue is designing a consistent conceptual structure,
one that fits the domain as much as possible,
as comprehensively and comprehensibly as possible.
Consistency, completeness, and clarity are the objectives.”
— Ted Nelson, the inventor of hypertext
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“For people to use a product successfully,
they must have the same mental model
(the user’s model) as that of the designer
(the designer’s model). But the designer only
talks to the user via the product itself,
so the entire communication must take place
through the ‘system image’: the information
conveyed by the physical product itself.”
— Don Norman, The Design of Everyday Things, 1988
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“...most digital systems fail when they fail to provide a story,
when there is a poor conceptual model.”
— Don Norman
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How to make conceptual models is explained in a wonderful new book
Conceptual Models: Core to Good Design, by Johnson & Henderson
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A conceptual model describes what a user needs to know
in order to use your application successfully.

“A conceptual model is a high-level
description of an application.
It enumerates all concepts in the
application that users can encounter,
describes how those concepts relate
to each other, and how those concepts
fit into tasks that users perform with
the application.”
— Jeff Johnson + Austin Henderson, Conceptual Models: Core to Good Design, 2012
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As an example of a conceptual model
Johnson + Henderson describe an alarm clock.
The clock stores the current time of day,
continually updating it to track the passage of time.
It displays the current time constantly.
Users can set the current time.
Users can set an alarm at a specified time, or no alarm.
When an alarm is set and the current time equals the set alarm time,
the alarm is triggered.
Users can turn off an alarm.
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Digital Machine—
Tim Scheiner
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The Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model shows how design
crosses the gap between what is and what should be.
Prototyping

Researching
Interpret

Abstract

Concrete

What “is”

Existing – Implicit
(Current)

Model of
what
“could be”

t as

distilled

Describe

suggest

manifes

to

Model of
what “is”

What
“could be”

Preferred – Explicit
(Future)
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The SECI Model shows how organizations turn tacit knowledge into
explicit knowledge, create new knowledge,
and
deploy
it
in
operations.
SECI model of knowledge creation
Ikujiro Nonaka
(1995)
Explicit 1

Combination
Connecting

Externalization
Articulating

Systemizing and applying explicit
knowledge and information
7. Gathering and integrating
explicit knowledge
8. Transferring and diffusing
explicit knowledge
9. Editing explicit knowledge

Internalization
Embodying

Socialization
Empathizing
Sharing and creating tacit
knowledge through direct experience
1. Walking around inside the company
2. Walking around outside the company
3. Accumulating tacit knowledge
4. Transferring tacit knowledge

Individual
Group

Explicit 2

Tacit 2

Articulating tacit knowledge
through dialogue and reflection
5. Articulating tacit knowledge
6. Translating tacit knowledge

Learning and acquiring new tacit
knowledge in practice
10. Embodying explicit knowledge
through action and practice
11. Using simulation and experiments

Tacit 1
Tacit 3

Organization
Community of organizations
Knowledge conversion spiral
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Both models have the same basic structure—iterative loops—
suggesting that designing is learning.
SECI model of knowledge creation
Ikujiro Nonaka
(1995)

suggest

distilled

Existing – Implicit
(Current)

t as

What “is”

What
“could be”

Preferred – Explicit
(Future)

Internalization
Embodying

Socialization
Empathizing
Sharing and creating tacit
knowledge through direct experience
1. Walking around inside the company
2. Walking around outside the company
3. Accumulating tacit knowledge
4. Transferring tacit knowledge

Individual
Group

Explicit 2

Concrete

Systemizing and applying explicit
knowledge and information
7. Gathering and integrating
explicit knowledge
8. Transferring and diffusing
explicit knowledge
9. Editing explicit knowledge

Articulating tacit knowledge
through dialogue and reflection
5. Articulating tacit knowledge
6. Translating tacit knowledge

Model of
what
“could be”

manifes

to

Model of
what “is”

Describe

Combination
Connecting

Externalization
Articulating

Abstract

Tacit 2

Interpret

Explicit 1

Prototyping

Researching

Learning and acquiring new tacit
knowledge in practice
10. Embodying explicit knowledge
through action and practice
11. Using simulation and experiments

Tacit 1
Tacit 3

Organization
Community of organizations
Knowledge conversion spiral

Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model
Dubberly, Evenson & Robison (2008)
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SECI model of knowledge create
Ikujiro Nonaka (1995)
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Case Studies
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Understanding Internet Search Concept Map
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Can be updated independently of the index that references it.
Entries in the graph can reference each other. For instance,
a request for a stock quote of an entry could point to the
symbol, the symbol could point to the company name and the
current quote, the current quote could point to the quote history,
and the quote history could point to a quote histogram.
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Understanding Internet Search

Goals
Could be organized as
cultural responses to human needs
(Malinowski) roughly,
Food
Kinship
Or more simply,
Shelter
Work, Play, Learn
Protection
Activities
and
Training
Food, Clothing,
Hygiene
Shelter, Love
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User
Context

Concepts, Systems and Processes
8 August 1999
The suggested starting point for reading is “People”.
I would like to acknowledge Hugh Dubberly for his many suggestions,
and Ken Hickman and Paul Pangaro for their contributions.
Designed by Matt Leacock
Search Concept Map, version 1.2
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Java Technology Concept Map—Draft
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Java Technology Concept Map—Final
Java™ Technology Concept Map
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Javadoc
Javadoc browsable
comments are processed by the tool to create documentation
Comments specifically formatted to
be processed by the Javadoc tool.

API spec
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may download and install ... JREs 30
often own ... hardware 31
some of whom are ... developers 23
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supports
supports ... web services 33

Including getting information, communicating,
collaborating, playing, working, creating, and buying
and selling.
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Application
programming
interface
specification.

Notes that developers include to
explain source code to
themselves and others.
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dynamic compilation

In running
programs,
declarations define
a variable's
existence and
determine scope.

13

rn

In running
programs,
statements
prescribe actions
or a sequence of
actions.

defines the
behavior of ... APIs

le a

15

Fields are
sometimes
referred to as
properties.

statements declarations comments

The virtual machine may encounter a problem, or exception, while a program is running.
The Java language requires that pieces of code which are likely to encounter a particular
error offer a mechanism for handling the exception at runtime. When an error is
encountered, the virtual machine executes the code designed to respond to the error.

Java technology is especially
useful in devices that are
connected by a network.

or on ... objects 15
... interfaces 14

12

Primitives
generally enable
basic math or
comparison
operations.

fields define a location to store data

Just-In-Time compilation

25

programs
25

types field types can be primitives or object references
constructors

refer to ... objects

implements 22

may override existing

Methods are
detailed
instructions that
cause a running
object to take
action or
manipulate data.

Significantly improves virtual machine
performance by translating groups of
instructions from byte code to machine
code rather than one instruction at a
time.

are used by
support ... services 26
such as ... hardware 31

such as ... applications 28
enable ... services 26
run on and connect ... devices

methods

Watching for data in memory that is no longer needed and freeing the memory for reuse.
Other programming languages require programmers to free memory explicitly when a
piece of data is no longer needed, which can increase the development effort.

bug is trapped by a

Scope limits access to methods and properties. Levels include:
• public: can be called or manipulated freely
• protected: can be called or manipulated by a class in the same package
• private: can be called or manipulated only by the same class.

scope

field or class types can be... classes

inner classes

Goes beyond Just-in-Time compilation by
examining the code as it runs and
focusing optimization efforts on the most
critical pieces of code as it executes.
Dynamic compilation is enacted by the
Java HotSpotTM virtual machine.

garbage collection

may define new

by

s
ha

im
pro
ved

may also be a

methods and fields

In runtime, refers to the process of
turning an object into a data stream for
purposes of transmission or storage.

are
constrained by

implements 21

15

when debugged,
contributes to

run on a

are read by a

testing
may find a

binary files
Are computerreadable.
Binary files
usually have
the suffixes
.jar, .jcm,
.class, .ear, or
.war.

Are processor
dependent. They can
be read by the
processor directly.

fragment or
application

can

performance can be

may rely on parent's

are
stored in

text files

Is platform
independent. It
almost never can
be read by the
processor
directly.

improves

by

12

serialization

can be

12

ved
pro

im
be

objects

running in RAM are
may be categorized as
are constrained by
are distinguished by

security model controls access to critical resources

15

Is human
readable.

classes

may be thought of
as running ... objects

machine instructions

A software utility
that turns
human-readable
text files into
machinefriendly byte
code.

allows adjustment of ... objects

helps identify
problems with

byte code

constitute a

translates
byte code into

source code

is stored in

contribute to
the generation of

source code framework

is edited in the
is the foundation for
The combination of the class
the completed
structures and the user interface
framework into a skeleton of the
application's overall source code. Does
not include implementation details.
Are human-readable.
Usually have the
suffixes .java or .jav.
The software development process is iterative, with several
rounds of designing, writing, compiling, running, and testing
before software is deployed.

debugger

compiles source code into

contribute to
the generation of

Basic source code that
describes the graphical
user interface.
Does not include
implementation details.

virtual machine

defines

user interface
frameworks

compiler

is used to create

lay out

class
structures
are examples
of ... classes 12

outline

are used to build the

Class structures
are basic source
code that
provides a
framework
for the classes,
describes the
class hierarchy,
and provides the
names of the
class methods
and properties.
Does not include
implementation
details (method
definitions).

text editor

subclass (child class) inherits methods and properties from a

interfaces

Runtime instances of classes.
15
may implement
are runtime instances of ... classes
have
are created by

classes implement

Including memory and hard drive.

Java developers often use specific development environments
called Integrated Development Environments, or IDEs.

visual programming tools

superclass (parent class) may be an abstract class

can be
used
through

tools such as
enforces a 20

12

define

17

are used to write, test, and debug

packages

APIs

by ed
ed ir
ok qu
inv ne re
are defi
y
ma
are
constrained by
manipulate
consist of

development environments may include

14

2

16

Classes are source
code files that
describe a unit of
programming. A class
relates a set of data
(fields) and functions
(methods) that use
the data.
Inner classes reside inside
another class, allowing
for better organization.
Should not be confused
with subclasses.

le
ab
en

Development process

architecturally independent applications
application can run in multiple environments
portability One
without being rewritten or recompiled.

13

are ratified by... the JCP

enables 19

11

class libraries implement

define

Architecturally dependent machines that are available
for nearly every contemporary operating system.

10

Abstract classes permit child
classes to inherit a defined method
or to create groups of related
classes for polymorphic behavior.

Particular to Java,
interfaces are source code
files that define a set of
functions (methods) that
are required by a class.
Interfaces name methods
and set an expectation for
each method's behavior,
but do not implement the
methods. Interfaces allow
a piece of code to be
written in such a way that
the code can work with
any type of class that
supports the interface.

An application programming interface is the
written or understood specification of how a
piece of software interacts with the outside
world. It specifies what input the application
or application component accepts, how the
software will behave, and what output it will
provide. All computer software relies on a
variety of APIs to achieve tasks such as
writing a file or displaying text. APIs often
depend on other APIs.

implement

Java virtual machine
Java virtual machine specification
(JVM )
is defined by the

may consist of

24

reduced development time
ability to write higher-quality code
more maintainable code
ability to call non-Java functions

TM

begins with

Selected Java products have been
localized into many languages. This
localization is one of the key factors
for adoption of Java technology
worldwide.

Such as the object
model, inheritance,
modularity,
abstraction, hierarchy,
implementation
hiding, information
hiding, encapsulation,
and polymorphism.

Class libraries are
organized collections
of prebuilt classes
and functions used to
create other classes.
Class libraries can be
part of the Java
standard – meaning
they have been
ratified by the Java
Community Process –
or created by
individual developers
for their own or their
company's use.

may contain
multiple
may
contain multiple

18

to create and run

Downloads and documentation are
available at http://java.sun.com.

As opposed to a purely procedural
programming language.

principles provide benefits and advantages

Java Native Interface (JNI) provides a method for calling native
functions such as operating system or legacy library functions.

trademark

is a name for a ... programming language
is also a name for ... SDKs and JREs
defines a set of ... APIs 13
is implemented as a set of ... platforms 27
can be used to write ... programs 24

Java object model

syntax and
The Java language has roots in C, Objective C,
keywords
SmallTalk, and LISP.
object-oriented programming language is based on the

contain multiple

may revise

43

defines

0

is a 1

9

is added to the
definition of ... Java 0
may be implemented in

A Reference Implementation is
a working example of the JSR.
Other companies will produce
their own implementations.
The TCK is a suite of tests,
tools, and documentation that
provides a standard way of
testing an implementation for
compliance with a Java
specification.

is defined by the ... Java Language Specification
is used to write ... programs 24
is used to write ... class libraries 10

such as

is added to the
definition of ... Java

maintenance
lead may request major revisions via

7

alternate
implementations
Alternate implementations are written
to the same specification and pass the
TCK, but can be licensed differently
and may have enhanced features
beyond the reference

public may become a new Java specification is instantiated in a Reference Implementation
Java specification describes
draft Asome
& Technology Compatibility Kit (TCK)
aspect of Java technology,
including language, virtual
machines, platform editions,
profiles, and APIs.

administers the
chairs the
exists within

The Java Specification Participation
Agreement is a one-year renewable
agreement that allows signatories to
become members of the JCP.
Alternatively, developers can sign the
more limited Individual Expert
Participation Agreement (IEPA).

is organized by

6

There are two
executive
committees:
J2EE/J2SE and
J2ME.

Programming language

JSPA

that is an

draft
are led by

SM

a new specification
or significant revision
to an existing spec.

is submitted to

Java

expert groups consist of members of Java Community overseen by the Executive
and do the work of the
Process (JCP) develops
Committee comments on

Java Specification if accepted becomes a communitymay become a
Request (JSR) A proposal to develop draft

Program
Management Office

become members of the JCP by signing
within the context of the Java Community Process,
may function as ... developers 23
support the development of ... Java 0
make ... SDKs 29
make versions of a ... JVM 18 Companies include
certify Java applications using
IBM, Motorola,
Nokia, Oracle,
Novell, Netscape,
Hewlett-Packard,
Apple, and BEA.
8

have

companies
includes members from

0

sts
ho

5

champion

logo
0

features and benefits

3

object-oriented programming language 9
explicit error handling 22
garbage collection 21
security model 20
architecturally independent applications 19
Java virtual machine 18

5

Java 2 Platform:
end-to-end solutions

supports the development of ... Java
provides ... documentation 42
owns the ... Java trademark 1
make(s) ... SDKs 29
makes versions of a ... JVM 18
provides
is represented on

logo
which is

specification leads
(spec leads)

Developers
may submit or comment on a ... Java Specification Request 3
who are members of the Java Community Process serve on ... expert groups
form ... Java developer communities 4
comment on a ... public draft 6
participate in the ... Java Community Process 2
may request revisions from the ... maintenance lead 7
who are members of the JCP elect the ... executive committee 8
often use ... development environments 16
participate in the ... development process

members join the JCP by signing the

Java forums often discuss Java in Java developer
4 communities

Concept Maps
The diagram takes the form of a concept map – a web of linked
terms showing both overall structure and details. By showing
everything – the forest and the trees – in a single view, concept
maps help people visualize mental models and clarify thoughts.

23

Sun works with
has a

begins with

The diagram is intended to help developers who are familiar
with one part of the Java platform understand other parts. It
relates unfamiliar technologies to ones with which developers
may already be familiar. The diagram also provides an overview
for developers who are new to Java technology and an
introduction for non-programmers who want to improve their
ability to converse with developers. For more information,
visit the web site at http://java.sun.com.

In concept maps, verbs connect nouns to form propositions.
Examples and details accompany the terms. More important
terms receive visual emphasis; less important terms and
examples are in gray. Purple terms and purple lines indicate a
process. Terms followed by a number link to terms preceded
by the same number.

Java Community Process

SM

2

are represented on the

What is Java Technology?
This diagram is a model of Java™ technology. The diagram
explains Java technology by placing it in the context of related
concepts and examples, and by defining its major components
and the connections between them. It shows how developers
use Java technology to create programs that benefit people
everywhere, and explains how computers and networks relate
to Java technology.

Including news services, instant messaging services,
e-mail services, communication software, collaboration
software, discussion forums, games, the world wide web,
productivity software, image-creation software, and
marketplace services.

software is developed with ... platforms
Including servers, web-based solutions, stand-alone
applications, and clients.

TM

for enterprise servers and applications
32

TM

35

is one type of

is used to build applications
and services based on

other
documentation
Includes Web
Services, Getting
Started, Java XML,
Internationalization,
Sound, and Java 2D.

39

35

32

read configurations from a

specifies and
documents ... J2ME

specifies and
documents ... J2EE

Includes the JLS and
documentation
describing what the
platform packages are
and what features the
JVM must support.

J2ME Platform
Specification

43
Specifies which parts
of the JLS are
applicable to J2ME,
what features the JVM
must support, and
what the platform
packages are.

Mobile Information
Device Profile (MIDP)
Specification
Foundation Profile
Specification

tutorials
Java Language
Specification (JLS)
Provides a complete
specification for the
syntax and semantics of
the Java programming
language.

Java BluePrints
Guidelines, patterns,
and code for end-to-end
applications.

Connected Limited
Device Configuration
(CLDC) Specification

J2EE Connector
Specification

Connected Device
Configuration (CDC)
Specification
PersonalJava
Specification

There are several
implementations of
Mobile Information
Device Profile,
including MIDP for
Palm 1.0.3, MIDP
1.04 for Monty, and
MIDP 2.0.

Personal Profile
Specification
Personal Basis Profile
Specification
J2EE API Specification

Connected Limited
Device Configuration
includes specific
packages that are
subsets of the J2SE
equivalent:
java.io
java.lang
java.util
javax.microedition.io

Java Card
Development
Kit

PersonalJava

Connected Limited
Device Configuration
(CLDC) API Documents

TM

A JVM can be
optimized
for residential
gateway servers.

Java virtual
machine

Windows
SolarisTM
proprietary systems

real-time operating
systems (RTOS)

proprietary
systems
run on

Java virtual
machine

run on

Java Card
virtual machine

Java Card, subscriber
identity module (SIM)
phones, and
multi-application smart
cards

televisions

network-aware
appliances,
automobiles, and
Telematic networks

A JVM can be optimized
for set-top boxes.

J2ME API Specification
Mobile Information
Device Profile (MIDP)
API Documents

runs on

The J2ME Wireless
Toolkit includes the
necessary tools,
emulators,
documentation, and
examples to develop
and simulate Java
applications targeted
at cell phones,
pagers, PDAs, and
other small devices.

Includes the necessary
tools, emulators, and
runtime environment
to develop and test
applets for the Java
Card platform.

runs on

J2ME
Wireless
Toolkit

J2SE API Specification

On handheld and
embedded devices, the
initial implementation
of Java technology
addresses the software
needs of networked
applications running
on consumer devices
such as set-top boxes
and smart phones.

runs on a

point-of-sale (POS)
systems, pagers, cell
phones, and personal
digital assistants (PDAs)

J2SE Platform
Specification

Specifies packages:
http
log
device access
timers
framework

run on

Palm OS, Windows CE,
RTOS, Linux, Symbian OS,
proprietary systems

such as

runs on a

run on

Java Embedded
Server
framework

Specifies that the entire
J2SE JLS is applicable to
J2EE, includes additional
specifications for J2EE,
specifies what features
the JVM must support,
and what the platform
packages are.

J2ME
documentation

such as

are built with the

are built using
Depend on the Java
Media Framework
(JMF), which is
optional to J2SE but
required for Java TV.

J2SE
documentation

specifies and
documents ... J2SE

is used to
build and run

are built with

Java TV APIs

Includes specific
packages:
java.lang
javacard.framework
javacard.security
javacardx.crypto

J2EE Platform
Specification

runs on

A JVM can be optimized for cell phones,
PDAs, and other similarly resourced devices.

contains a
subset of a

A set of
packages that
define basic
services for a
range of
devices.

are contained in

include a

configurations such as CLDC

run on

personal workstations
computers

Java Card API
is contained in the
defines a

such as

MIDP

depends on

are contained in
depend on

runs on

HP-UX
Compaq Tru64
beOS
VMS

Java TV Xlets

are built using a

are built using

CDC

includes a

SunOSTM
AIX
Alpha
RS6000
FreeBSD
NeXT

Connected Device
Configuration
includes specific
packages that are
subsets of the J2SE
equivalent:
java.lang
java.util
java.net
java.io
java.text
java.security

Personal such as Profiles such as
Profile (PP)

depends on

Windows
Mac OS
Unix
Linux
Irix
SolarisTM

Java Card applets

Such as home services and
network-aware automobiles.

Profiles are packages required
for a particular vertical
market segment or set of
related devices. Other profiles
include Foundation, Game,
Personal Basis Profile, and PDA.

Java virtual machine

Some JVMs are optimized for various types
of laptops, workstations, and desktops.

Such as user-controlled camera
views and video on demand.

J2EE
documentation

such as

is used to build and run

are built with

MIDlets run in a

41

is available via http://java.sun.com.

such as

is used to build and run

are
built with

may be
built with

may be
built with

J2ME
applications

are built using

J2ME
applets

are built using

embedded
applications

Such as ATMs and
point-of-sale services.

Documentation

TM

interactive television
applications

may be

operating system-based
Java virtual machine

Java Embedded
Server (JES)

TM

applications for use
with Smart Cards

run in a

Java-enabled may be enabled by an
browser or viewer

run on
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may be enabled by a

Some browsers may be Java-enabled
because they include the Java Plug-In.
Some users may need to download
the Java Plug-In for their browsers.
Installing the Java Plug-In will also
install the J2SE runtime environment.

42

Java TV

cell phone
applications

are
built with

J2SE Software
Development Kit

34

servers

TM

A system that
enables
developers to
incorporate
online help in
applications or
web sites.

run on

Jini network technology provides
one infrastructure for delivering
services in a network and for
creating spontaneous interaction
between programs that use
those services.

JavaHelp

runs on

Solaris, Linux, Windows,
HP-UX, AIX, FreeBSD

Jini

TM

A set of classes
used to write
three-dimensional
graphics applets
or applications.

A powerful set of text matching and
manipulation routines supported by
many programming languages.
Java technology implements
Perl-compatible regular

runs inside a ... web browser

Can host EJBs,
servlets and
JSPs.

Java 3D

The J2SE SDK includes the source code,
class libraries, development tools, and
runtime environment required to build
Java applications and applets.

Java Plug-In
TM

TM

PDA
applications

optional are J2ME
packages optional
packages

may become platform packages via the ... JCP

for example

33

Java regular
expressions

runs on

specific devices (hardware)

Hosts EJBs,
servlets and JSPs.

run on

run on

A JRE is the software environment in
which programs compiled for the Java
virtual machine can run. The runtime
system comprises everything necessary to
run programs written in the Java
programming language, including the
Java virtual machine, which may be a Java
interpreter, and the platform packages.
JREs may be developed by Sun or by other
companies.

A component kit that
provides a set of graphical
user interface elements.
Swing can be used to rapidly
build applications without
writing original code to
support common interface
elements. Supports a native
look and feel on many
common operating systems.

runs on

24

Java-enabled
web server
runs on

Some JVMs are
optimized for servers.

include ... packages 11
are used to run ... programs

J2SE optional packages are

Provides a framework for developing and hosting J2EE applications
that run inside web containers. The pack includes the Java APIs for
XML included in the Java XML Pack, the JavaServer Pages Standard
Tag Library (JSTL), the Ant build tool, the Java WSDP Registry Server,
and the Tomcat Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages container.

J2EE
application
server

Java Card

specialized
embedded applications

Optional packages define
a set of methods to
address specific
functionality required for
certain specialized
applications. Applications
that require optional
packages must be shipped
with the package code.

platform packages are contained in the

Beans Swing

Java Web Services Developer Pack

runs on

Java virtual is instantiated by
machine runs on

Java 2 Platform Micro Edition is intended to run on devices
with limited computing power, such as cell phones or PDAs.
J2ME has reduced processor and memory requirements. It is
based on subsets of J2SE with additional components for
market segments such as hand-held devices.

Discrete units of software
functionality that conform to the
JavaBeans API and are designed to be
reusable components. The JavaBeans
API makes it particularly easy for
Beans to be utilized by visual
programming tools. (In an
architecture analogy, these would be
prebuilt walls, windows, or doors.)

37

Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration
provides a way for businesses
to discover each other. Can
also be used programmatically
by applications to locate an
application or service.

is used to build ... web services

run inside an

16

contains

Includes the binary version of the J2EE Reference
Implementation, plus the development tools and
documentation needed to build a J2EE application.

are built using

include

may include ... tools 17
are used in ... development environments
include ... class libraries 10
are used to create ... programs 24

J2EE Software Development Kit

40

Implement a main method. A class that
defines an application must declare a
main method, which the Java virtual
machine uses as the starting point for
the application. The main method gets
executed when the application starts.

Also referred to as required or core
packages, platform packages are the
heart of the Java programming
language. The packages include
myriad classes that define user
interface components, a
programming event model, text and
math processing tools, code-level
security, objects for memory storage
of complex data, and methods for
invoking remote applications, to
name just a few.

UDDI

Examples include:
¡avax.activation
javax.ejb
javax.servlet
javax.transaction
javax.xml

J2SE applications

38

TM

JavaBeans

Can be HTML,
WML, XHTML,
or voice XML.

Provides a way for applications
to communicate. SOAP is
typically transmitted via HTTP.
37

Extend the applet class, which
provides developers with a basic
framework for rapid development of
a limited application. This includes a
basic user interface framework and
event model.

J2ME

TM

Simple Object
Access Protocol
(SOAP)

include

are contained in

Software Development
Kits (SDKs)

markup language

Provides a structured and
extensible mechanism for
organizing and presenting data.
Many Java packages and classes
utilize XML to store and exchange
data.

J2EE specific
packages

run on
31

J2EE platform include ... platform packages
packages

J2SE applets

Extensible Markup
Language (XML)

web container

34

for example

10

Java runtime environments
(JREs) include a

operating
systems

JSPs define a page
element, which can be
HTML, XML, or another
markup language. JSPs
execute as servlets.
They can call other
JSPs, servlets, or EJBs.

36

are built with

Sometimes referred to as
required or core packages.

web browser

may run inside a

Provides a mechanism
for connecting to legacy
information systems.

an URL request.
Servlets commonly
generate HTML, XML,
or dynamic images.
They can call other
servlets, JSPs, or
EJBs.

TM

is contained in
can be created by

EJB
container

TM

are built using
run inside a

connector
architecture

run inside a
are built using

Enterprise JavaBeans
define independent pieces
of business logic or
application behavior that
can call either servlets,
JSPs, or other EJBs.

is created by a

can be a
run inside a

Manage
transactions,
life-cycles,
and data
persistence.

provides a 34

can be ... J2SE applets 36
can be ... J2SE applications 38
can be ... J2ME applets 40
can be ... MIDlets 41

Enterprise never directly build servlets may directly build JavaServer always directly build
Pages (JSP ) embed programming code in a
JavaBeans (EJB)
Servlets respond to
are built using
run inside an

are composed of

deployment
descriptor

client components always have user interfaces

are built using

are
may utilize the

are run in
are configured by a

is housed in

are composed of

packages or
libraries are ... class libraries

have interfaces provided by
can call other

TM

Cannot function on their
own, but are used by other
components or runnable
components.

containers

30

A standardized way
of integrating and
shaping business logic,
data, and processes
across a network.

desktop applications
are

business logic is described by server components

is based on subsets of 39
Java 2 Platform Standard Edition is intended to run
on desktops, laptops, and workstations. J2SE also
includes the core language packages and classes
used by J2EE and J2ME.

applications embedded
in a web page run inside a ... web browser

may be enabled by
web services are
enabled by

for consumer and embedded servers and applications

TM

are

are configured by

Components that can
run on their own.

components

29

33

such as

have

are composed of

run on

runnable components

J2SE

is used to
build and run

Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition is
used to build secure, scalable,
distributable server-based
applications for large enterprises.

enterprise applications such as web-based and client/server
applications applications

applications

for desktop servers and applications

depends upon

is used to
build and run

is used to build and run

provide building blocks for
28

J2EE

may be interpreted by a

platforms

such as

27

Telematic networks
connect computers with
telecommunications
systems.

Connected Device
Configuration (CDC)
API Documents
Java Series

Java Series

Java Series

J2EE Tutorials

J2SE Tutorials

J2ME Tutorials
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Voting includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in the processes of
casting and counting ballots.

provdides
registration
form

8

11

13

to print

exports

Polling Place
23 24 28

One or more per precinct

18

23

One or more per precinct

25

18

scanned into

23

0r

prints

Registration Form

prints

and

and

13

Digital Poll Book

generates
absentee
ballot

8

BusyBooth
Polling Place Wait Tracker

is a web user interface for voters to

Mobile app

download and print blank ballots.

is
a tablet or laptop-based device
that records voter checkin.

Balloteer

The Voter Services Portal (VSP) interacts with the Registrar, via its web
services API, to submit voter record requests and to obtain voter
records and related information. BusyBooth and Balloteer are available

BusyBooth integration is
similar to VSP integration – in
the context of an application

A voter downloads an
absentee ballot kit from
Balloteer, which obtains

as part of the VSP, or standalone. The API is open and standards-based,
so that all of these VSP functions can be supported by any system that
supports the API.

for a mobile platform such as
iOS or Android.

ballot information from the
Registrar.

is
a tablet or laptop-based device that presents a voter
with all the contests and questions for the voter’s
specific ballot, and creates a machine-countable
printed ballot that records the voter’s choices.

prints
and

Voter Kiosk

prints

Check-in Materials

is
a PC, display and printer that assists
voters in troubleshooting any difficulty
absentee voter marks

Blank Absentee Ballot
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19 20
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14
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16

encountered during the voter check-in
process with a digital poll book or paper
poll book.

Marked Absentee Ballot

is
a PC and display, printer, and scanner that reads
a ballot, interprets the marks that indicate the
voter’s choices, and records the votes.

is fed into

Marked Paper Ballot
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Numbers are matched with components in the diagram below.
Grey dots fall outside the Election Technology Framework.
White dots do not appear in the diagram.
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36 40

API

Admin
Web UI

VoteStream
35

is
a publicly accessible service
that provides the public with
information about election results.

tally data
transfered to
ER
CVR

VDR

A voter puts a ballot into the scanner, where digital image processing
technology is used to record a vote for each mark detected. The voter
is informed of any issues with the marks or selections, and has the

boots from

BSE

32

provides data to

29

36

35

36

VoteStream
Public Access

3rd Party
(Standalone)

Web user interface

Mobile app

VoteStream includes a visual
scoreboard to enable local
elections officials to easily

Anyone who follows the
VoteStream APIs can access
the data and create their

share their data with the
public.

own tools and republish the
data or do their own analysis.

VTL

Voters who require enhanced access are able to vote independently
using options for audio or audio-enhanced presentation, and the use
of peripheral devices for accessibility.

boots from
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Report

Accessible Ballot Marker
One or more per precinct
prints

scanned into

Onboarding Document

Printer

4

and

Hand-Marked Paper Ballot

Voter Services Portal
is
a web user interface that helps a voter register,
determine eligibility, view and update their own
voter record, and view and record polling place
wait time (as in BusyBooth), among other services.

3

Reporting is an integral aspect of the
TrustTheVote Project’s goal of making elections
wholly transparent, accurate, and trustworthy.
In the reporting phase, elections data is stored,
analyzed, and prepared for public consumption.

One per precinct

27
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Voting

Registering includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in voter registration,
voter records management, voter information
and services, and voter list management.

The Election Technology Framework
is freely available for any jurisdiction (e.g., a county) to adopt,
adapt, and deploy for public elections. Typically, each
jurisdiction would have one copy of each component; though
some voting components are deployed to each precinct.
Open source, open standards, and open data are key aspects
of the Election Technology Framework, intended to assist
election officials in conducting election administration and
elections operations in a process that is accurate, secure,
transparent, and verifiable.
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The TrustTheVote Project
is a digital public works project to develop critical democracy
infrastructure. We are designing and developing
open-standards-based elections technology in collaboration
with local election officials from all around the country.
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Election Technology Framework—Components

The data formats used by VoteStream (for intake of tally data and for
bulk data export) are standard common data formats. As a result, the

JED
GIS

data can come from any standards-compliant voting system. We’ve
also written connectors – applications that translate from existing
formats – to enable VoteStream to work with existing election systems.

ER

opportunity to retrieve the ballot for further marking or for
replacement.

ERT

is sent to

is sent to
voter record request

voter record extract

voter record
request

VTL

voter record
extract

ballot info
request

custodian transports
to voting place

ballot info
extract

custodian transports
from voting place

custodian transports
to voting place

custodian transports
from voting place

provides a

Feed
API
VRR
BSB

API

Managing
Managing includes all the technology-based
activities of election officials for election
administration and preparation for a
specific election.

Election Administration Office
2

3

4

GIS

in

GIS

JED

Registrar of Voters’ Office

VRR
BSB
VTL

Central Counting Office

before election: provisions fleet
after election: offloads voter checkin records

downloads PDF reports

ER
VRR

migration
Local election official use the
web UI of the EDM Admin

API

Admin
Web UI

Election Data Manager
is
a data management application for data
about electoral jurisdictions and elections
conducted within a jurisdiction.
The Election Data Manager (EDM) provides a standards-based API for
transactions to create, view, and update a variety of election
administration data, including districts and precincts and geospatial
data for them; and elections, contests, candidates, and ballots. Local
election officials access EDM’s services via a Web UI based on the API,
such as the TTV EDM Admin Interface.

5

6

7

14

LEOs use the BDI to perform
the process that starts with the

API

Interface, which presents them
with several data access and
data management options for
transactions to manage the
variety of data that define a
jurisdiction and an election

Admin
Web UI

held in it.

Ballot Design Studio

election definition
data transfered to
JED

JED

TBM

TBM

is
a data management application that
enables Local Election Officials to
create legally compliant ballots.

18

23

Election officials use the
Device Manager Admin

API

basic definition of an election
and ends with a set of ballots
and supporting data: paper
ballots; data for ballot counting
devices; data for ballot marking
devices that assist voters in

Admin
Web UI

marking a ballot.

Device Manager

election and ballot definition
data transfered to
JED

JED

TBM

TBM

BSE

BSE

is
a voting system component that combines election
definitions, ballot designs, and voting system software,
to create election-specific programming for other
voting system components that cast and count ballots.

9

12

15

16

LEOs use the Registrar’s Admin UI
for several data management tasks,

Admin
Web UI

and store them on boot
media used to run each ballot
casting or counting device in

Registrar
is
a database management application
that stores and manages voter records.

the upcoming election.
BSB

17

23 30

Local election officials use
the DPB Manager’s Admin

API

including: reviewing registration
requests, voter list management,
integration with external services
such as motor vehicle records, and
support for poll book creation and
post-election updates of poll book

Admin
Web UI

data.

The Registrar is the voter records core, and it supports a set of
transactions for data access and data management of voter records.
Via an API, other standards-based components can submit data to the
Registrar, obtain elements of specific voter records, and – for local
election officials – update and manage records.

18

21

VRR

VRR

VRR

33

18

28 34

40

17

22

Web UI

One or more per precinct

18

One or more per precinct

22

0r

and

is
a PC and display, printer, and high-capacity scanner
that processes a batch of ballots, reading each,
interpreting the marks that indicate a voter’s
choices, and recording the votes.

and

Voter Kiosk
is

is
a tablet or laptop-based device
that records voter checkin.

The DPB Manager’s API supports the LEO’s web interface, which
enables officials to aggregate voter roll data – mainly from the
TrustTheVote Registrar or other standards-based voter records system –

API

Admin

Digital Poll Book

before election:
voter roll extracts transferred to

32

Central Ballot Counter

is
a data management application
used to provision and offload a
fleet of digital poll book devices.

before election:
voter roll extracts transferred to

31

and

Digital Poll Book Manager

VRR

27

interface for both
provisioning data into digital
poll books and post-election
offloading of poll book data
and similar data capture from
paper poll books.

after election:
voter roll updates transfered to

counting device. These images can be validated during Logic and
Accuracy Testing, to ensure that only certified systems and software
are used on Election Day.

uploads data files

CVR

migration

API

Interface as a web UI to
consolidate standards-based
data from other components
(primarily election definitions
and ballot design), to validate
the data, create boot images,

The Device Manager aggregates data from other components and
validates them as being complete for a given election. After validation,
the Device Manager creates boot images for each ballot casting or

The Ballot Design Studio consists of a data management core and the
Ballot Design Interface (BDI), a web user interface that local election
officials use to manage the process of designing ballots from basic text
and state-specific requirements to finished digital ballots and paper
ballots that meet U.S. standards for visual design and accessibility.

10

VRR

a PC, display and printer that assists
voters in troubleshooting any difficulty

ER
CVR

is
a data warehousing application that
election officials can use for data
aggregation, analysis, and reporting.

election results data
transfered to
ERT
CVR

Line Legend

VDR

Local election officials provide the Tabulator with tally data from ballot
counting devices, to assess whether all needed data is available, and if
so, to create final election results and basic results reports and results

boots from

has the opportunity to examine the ballot image, interpret voter intent,
and record the interpretation as a set of votes for that ballot.

JED

Analytics

is
a PC and display and printer with tabulation
software that local election officials use to
create election results and reports.

vote tally data
transfered to
ER
CVR

A local election official puts a batch of ballots into the scanner, where
digital image processing technology is used to record a vote for each
mark detected. For ballots flagged for unclear marks, the election official

boots from

encountered during the voter check-in
process with a digital poll book or paper
poll book.

and convert it into poll book records for digital poll books and for
printing paper poll books.

Tabulator

BSE

VTL
JED

prints a

ER

datasets.

JED

ERT

Report

TBM

Local election officials use the Analytics web user interface to provide
a wide range of data to be the basis of advanced reporting and analysis.
Standard reports meet Federal reporting requirements. Analytics can
correlate election results, voter registration activity, and voter
demographics.

Data Transfer – Networked

Data Transfer – Physical

VRR

Bulk Data Transfer – Physical or Networked

BSE

election and geospatial
data transfered to

GIS

PDF to print

JED

JED
BSB

Data Layer
The data layer includes a set of open
standards for election data, defined with
the help of local election officials and
formalized through major standards
organization.
The goal is to transform, normalize,
aggregate, and publish election data to
all citizens – in near real time.

TBM

Registrar
VoteStream
Analytics

combined boot image
and election definition
data transfered to

BSE

Blank Ballots

Write-once Boot Media

voter transaction log and voter
demographic record transfered to

VTL

Accessible Ballot Marker
Central Ballot Counter
Precinct Ballot Counter
Tabulator

Boot Images – Physical

VDR

VoteStream
Analytics

Device Transfer – Physical

Election Data Manager

Ballot Design Studio

Device Manager

Registrar

VSP, BusyBooth, and Balloteer

Digital Poll Book Manager and Digital Poll Books

Accessible Ballot Marker

Ballot Counting Devices

Tabulator

VoteStream and Analytics

The data managed by the EDM comprises all of the information about an election, at
the level of an individual jurisdiction.

The data managed by the BDS is wide ranging set of data that describe ballots from
several viewpoints, used at different points in the BDS usage lifecycle for a specific
election.

The Device Manager does not manage data, but rather creates boot images for ballot
casting and counting devices. These boot images include both the software that is
specific to each device and the election-specific data needed by each device.

The Registrar manages a voter records database (VRDB) and implements a web
service API for access to the VRDB, either as an integrated VRDB or as a wrapper
around a legacy VRDB. The data in the VRDB includes:

These components are clients of the Registrar and use its APIs for viewing voter records
or submitting requests; there is little or no retained managed data, with the notable
exception of log data.

The DPB Manager stores a copy of the voter roll data obtained from the Registrar or
other standards-compliant source of voter records. Each DPB uses this data and
records voter check-in events.

The device does not store or manage data outside of user sessions for indicating
ballot selections, but it does use ballot data from the Ballot Design Studio:

The Precinct Ballot Counter and Central Ballot Counter both process paper ballots
and create output data of two kinds:

The device does not store or manage data, but it does consolidate and analyze data:

Each provides, stores, and manages the data from the datasets that it receives:

Jurisdiction definitions: Districts, district type, precincts, precinct membership in

Extended Ballot Specifications: Used to drive the presentation of ballot items and

Tallying Device Records: The vote tallies for each ballot item in a batch of paper

Tallying Device Records: Each output dataset of each run of each ballot counting
device; used as input for both tally auditing and vote totaling. Consolidated into the

Jurisdiction and Election Definitions: Describe the election as a whole, including
all ballot items and all vote tallying districts, include GIS data for each.

districts, GIS data for precincts and districts, and a host of precincting information:
precinct splits, sub-precincts, precinct-parts, per-election consolidations and
reporting precincts, and street segment and/or GIS data to support mapping
addresses to precincts.

State-Specific Ballot Rules: Requirements for ballot content and presentation,
derived from each state’s election law, regulations, or practice. These include rules
for issues such as candidate rotation, straight-party voting, and voting instructions, as
well as presentation-level issues such as the use of basic text formats (mixed case vs.

These are:

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Via the Registrar API, these components
make voter records requests and receive some parts of voter records.

Voter Registration Records: A voter roll is the small subset of the information in a
voter record that is needed for voter check-in using a poll book.

the collection of voter choices that are then presented on a printed paper ballot.

ballots processed by the ballot counter.

Tabulator’s output dataset of all vote tallies, CVRs, and vote totals.

Concrete Ballot Specifications: The finished ballot definitions and meta-data
produced by the Ballot Design Studio.

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Voter personal information, geographic
information, eligibility, participation history, membership in special voter groups, e.g.,
military, handicapped, protected/private.

Cast Vote Records: Consolidated into the Tabulator’s output dataset.

Basic Election Results: Tally data collected on election night, before the final set of
tallies is available.

Election Definition: The definition of the current election, created by the Election

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, involving

Cast Vote Records: For each individual counted ballot, a record of all the votes
recorded from that ballot, intended for use in risk limiting audits of the counting
process.

Election definitions: Election (date, type, jurisdiction); contests, contest/district,
candidates, candidate/contest, referendum, referendum/district, ballot-response,
ballot-response/referendum, and a host of attributes that determine partisanship (or
lack thereof) for contests and candidates, use (or lack) of write-ins, prioritization for

uppercase, Roman vs. Italic).

Manager and included along with concrete ballot specifications by the BDS.

voter requests and/or LEO activity. Includes: voter registration requests, LEO
approval/rejection of such requests or of absentee ballots and provisional ballots;
voter check-in for in person voting; mail-out of absentee ballot, and receipt of
returned absentee ballot.

ballot ordering, and more.

an election-definition dataset – with both metadata in the election definition and
state-specific rules.

Basic ballot specifications: For a given election, for each precinct, the list of
contests and referenda (including candidates, parties, write-in, straight-party, etc.)
that will be on an official ballot for that precinct.
Tabulation Manifest: A manifest or checklist that specifies each precinct (or other
vote tallying district) and the number of distinct tallies expected for one. For
example, a typical precinct might have one tally for each day of early voting, one tally
for each ballot counting device used on election day, and one tally for central ballot
count run of absentee or provisional ballots.

Concrete Ballot Specifications: A complete ordered set of every text element that
appears on each official ballot. These are created by extending an election’s basic
ballot specifications – the contests and questions defined for each precinct listed in

Voter Demographic Records: A subset of a voter record that uniquely identified
each voter’s characteristics – but without any personal identifying information –
including those needed for statistics and reporting of voter transactions, e.g.:
percentage of total successful military absentee voters out of all military absentee

Stylesheets for Paper Ballots and Digital Ballots: The BDS’s ballot lifecycle starts
with the acquisition of a per-election combination jurisdiction/election definition
(either from the EDM or other systems compliant with VIP 5 and/or VSSC election
definition standards) and the conversion of each of the election’s basic ballot
specifications to a concrete ballots specification. At this point, stylesheets become the
focus of interactive ballot design, beginning with human interaction with presentation
level elements that define a ballot’s visual presentation, starting with a baseline that

Basic Ballot Specifications: Via the Registrar API, these components obtain the ballot
information for a specific ballot tied to a specific precinct of a voter or of a location.
Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, for example,
online submission of a voter registration request or online completion of a form to be
printed, signed, and mailed.

Data Standards

Data Formats

voters, compared to similar success rate in the entire voting population.

Registrar
Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager

Extended Ballot Specifications: The end result of ballot design activity is twofold:
finished ballots for hand-marking at polling places or by absentee voters; and finished

EML

ballots to be represented as a series of screens on a voting device. For paper ballots,
the result is both a set of PDF files for printing the full set of ballot styles and also a
set of concrete ballot specifications that include meta-data that is to be used by
ballot counting devices to interpret marked ballots. For digitally presented blank
ballots, the result is a set of concrete ballot specifications that include visual style
elements for each screen of each ballot.

OASIS international
election data standard

TTV
TTV Project developed
data standards

VSSC
IEEE 1622 working group
emerging standards

NIST
U.S. National Institute of
Standards and Technology

VIP
Voting Information Project
data format

exchange out

BSE

VRR

Tabulator

used in data migration

Analytics

JED

personal identifying information, but does uniquely identify each voter and several
characteristics of voters that are needed for statistics and reporting of voter
transactions.

ERT

DL-VRR

DL-BS-E

DL-JED

Voter Record

Extended Ballot Specification

A number of variations on voter
record requests and voter
records.

An extension of the basic ballot
specification to express:

Jurisdiction and Election
Definiton

A) All the presentation-level artifacts of
an actual ballot.

The core jurisdiction and election
definition.

B) All the presentation style elements.

Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter

exchange in

used in API

Voter Demographic Records: A subset of a voter record that does not contain

extended by

Device Manager

Digital Poll Book Manager

Usage Legend

Tallying Device Records: That Tabulator’s consolidated output dataset of all final
vote tallies.

extended by
Ballot Design Studio

Accessible Ballot Marker

implements the ballot design standards that were defined by AIGA and EAC.

Tabulation Manifest: The Tabulator uses the manifest created by the Election
Manager (and included by the Device Manager in the Tabulator’s data) to audit the
input set of vote tallies, to ensure that all and only the expected tallies are presented
and accounted for.

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter from each
system that records voter transactions.

C) All the artifacts of a printed ballot that
are needed for counting devices to
interpret marked ballots.

BSB

GIS

TBM

ER

CVR

DL-BS-B

DL-JED-GIS

DL-JED-TBM

DL-JED-ER

DL-CVR

Basic Ballot
Specifications

GIS
extensions of
DL-JED

Tabulation
Manifest

Basic Election
Result

Cast Vote
Records

Ballot Design Studio

VTL

DL-JED-ERT

extended by

DL-VTL

Tallying Device Records

Voter Transaction Log

An extension of the election
results definition to record the
vote-count output of:

A log record for local election
official’s actions in voter
registration administration,
absentee voting administration,
and absentee and provisional
ballot management, for each
individual voter request or ballot.

A) Counting devices such as optical
scanner.
B) Tabulation devices that combine all
vote-counts into raw consolidated vote
counts and vote totals.

Device Manager
Accessible Ballot Marker
Digital Poll Book Manager
Registrar

VDR

DL-VDR
Voter
Demographic
Record

Votestream

Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager
Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter
Tabulator
Analytics
Votestream

300 Section

Pew VIP or Pew ERIC

future extensions

or

future extensions

VIP 5

and

near future

near future

near future

TTV

upcoming

near future

Guiding Principles

Accurate

Secure

Transparent

Verifiable

Elections technology must be...

List all voters and only eligible voters on voter rolls.
Count votes without errors, as they were cast.

Ensure voter privacy, data integrity, system reliability, and
proper authentication and authorization for access.

Allow verification of required accuracy.
Log all changes to guarantee accountability.

Enable everything that matters about an election to be
independently verified, including accuracy and security.

near future

TTV

300 Section
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The Election Technology Framework
is freely available for any jurisdiction (e.g., a county) to adopt,
adapt, and deploy for public elections. Typically, each
jurisdiction would have one copy of each component; though
some voting components are deployed to each precinct.
Open source, open standards, and open data are key aspects
of the Election Technology Framework, intended to assist
election officials in conducting election administration and
elections operations in a process that is accurate, secure,
transparent, and verifiable.
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40

Numbers are matched with components in the diagram below.
Grey dots fall outside the Election Technology Framework.
White dots do not appear in the diagram.
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The TrustTheVote Project
is a digital public works project to develop critical democracy
infrastructure. We are designing and developing
open-standards-based elections technology in collaboration
with local election officials from all around the country.
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Election Technology Framework—Process

Registering

< Voter
provdides
registration
form

8

11

13

Voting includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in the processes of
casting and counting ballots.

exports

23 24 28

Polling Place

Reporting

One or more per precinct

18

23

One or more per precinct

25

0r

0r

and

for screen sent to

Voter Services Portal

Web UI

is
management application for data
a data managem
jurisdictions and elections
about electoral juris
ctions
conducted within a jurisdiction.

Marked Absentee Ballot

14

API

Admin
Web UI

held in it.

Ba
Ballot
Design Studio
tudio

election definition
data transfered to
JED

JED

TBM

TBM

is
a data management
nagement application that
enables
ables Local Election Officials to
create legally compliant ballots.

The Election Data Manager (EDM) provides a stan
standards-based API for
transactions to create, view, and update a variety of ele
election
administration data, including districts and precincts and geospatial
ge

The Ballot Design Studio consists of a data management core and the
Ballot Design Interface (BDI), a web user interface that local election
officials use to manage the process of designing ballots from basic text

data for them; and elections, contests, candidates, and ballots. LLocal
election officials access EDM’s services via a Web UI based on the AP
API,

and state-specific requirements to finished digital ballots and paper
ballots that meet U.S. standards for visual design and accessibility.

LEOs use the BDI to perform
the process that starts with the
basic definition of an election
and ends with a set of ballots
and supporting data: paper
ballots; data for ballot counting
devices; data for ballot marking
devices that assist voters in

18

23

API

Admin
Web UI

Ballot Styl
e>

marking a ballot.

Device Manager

election and ballot definition
data transfered to
JED

JED

TBM

TBM

BSE

BSE

is
a voting
votin system component that
at combines election
definitions, ballot designs, and voting system
ystem software,
election-specific programming for
to create election-s
or other
voting system components that cast and count ballots.
allots.

36 40

Admin
Web UI

Report

is
a PC and display, printer, and scanner
er that reads
a ballot, interprets the marks that
indicate
t
dicate the
voter’s choices, and records the votes.
otes.

is fed into

Marked Paper Ballot

VoteStream
teStream

JED

JED
BSE

35

is
a publicly accessible service
that provides the public with
information about election results.

tally data
transfered to
ER
CVR

marking or for
opportunity to retrieve the ballot for further ma
or
replacement.
replacement

36

35

36

VoteStream
Public Access

intak of tally data and for
The data formats used by VoteStream (for intake
fo
bulk data export) are standard common data formats.
As a result, the
v
data can come from any standards-compliant voting
system. We’ve
nnectors – applications that translate
tran
also written connectors
from existing
nable VoteStream to work with existing
e
formats – to enable
election systems.

digital image processing
A voter puts a ballot into the scanner, where digit
technology is used to record a vote for each mark detected.
d. The voter
selections, and
is informed of any issues with the marks or select
d has the

boots from

BSE

API

and

voter record
extract

ballot info
request

transports
custodian
d tra
from voting place
pla

ballot info
extract

Election officials use the
Device Manager Admin
Interface as a web UI to
consolidate standards-based
data from other components
(primarily election definitions
and ballot design), to validate
the data, create boot images,

API
VRR

Ab
se
nt
ee
Vo
te
s

9

Registrar of Voters’ Office
112

15

16

Admin
Web UI

LEOs use the Registrar’s Admin UI
for several data management tasks,
including: reviewing registration
requests, voter list management,
integration with external services
such as motor vehicle records, and
support for poll book creation and
post-election updates of poll book

17

23 30

before election: provisions fleet
after election: offloads voter checkin records

is
a database management application
that stores and manages voter records.

BSB

API

Admin
Web UI

Local election officials use
the DPB Manager’s Admin
interface for both
provisioning data
da into digital
poll books and
a post-election
n
offloading
offload of poll book data
ata
and
an similar data capture
ure from
paper poll books.

>

3rd Party
(Standalone)

Web user interface

Mobile app

VoteStream includes a visual
scoreboard to enable local
elections officials to easily
share their data with the
public.

Anyone who follows the
VoteStream APIs can access
the data and create their
own tools and republish the
data or do their own analysis.

17

31

32

33

18

22

downloads PDF reports
uploads data files

40

API

Web UI

One or more per precinct

18

One or more per precinct

22

is
a PC and display, printer, and high-capacity sscanner
that processes a batch of ballots, reading each,
interpreting the marks that indicate a voter’s
choices, and recording the votes.

and

Voter Kiosk
is

is
a tablet or laptop-based device
that records voter checkin.

Th DPB Manager’s
The
M
’ API supports the
h LEO’s web interf
interface, which
enables officials to aggregate voter roll data – mainly from the
TrustTheVote Registrar or other standards-based voter records
cords system –
oll books and for
and convert it into poll bookk record
records for digital poll
printing paper poll books.

Central Countin
Counting
ng Office

28 34

Admin

Digital Poll Book
VRR

< Voter R
oll Updates

Registrar, obtain elements of specific voter records, and – for local
election officials – update and manage records.

27

and

0r

after election:
voter roll updates transfered to

o
The Registrar is the voter records core, and it supports a set of
transactions for data access and data management of voter records.
Via an API, other standards-based components can submit data to the

21

and

Central Ball
Ballott Counter

is
management application
a data manage
used to provision and offload a
fleet of digital poll book
ok devices.

VRR

dates >

Feed

ER

Digital Poll Book
Bo Manager
Voter R
oll Up

d a
provides

CVR

18

V

Registrar

the upcoming election.

ll Up
d

p d a te s >

API

10

ates

BSB

and store them on boot
media used to run each ballot
casting or counting device in

The Device Manager aggregates data from other components and
g complete for a given election. Af
validates them as being
After validation,
the Device Manager creates boot images for each ballot casting or
ting device. These images can be validated during Logic and
counting
Accuracy Testing, to ensure that only certified systems and software

custodian transports
from voting place

>

voter record
request

< Pa
rtia
l Ta
llie
s

voter record
d extract

VTL

7

35

is sent to
voter re
record request

r Ro

6

prints

and

provides data to

29

Precinct Ba
Ballot
ot Counter
prints a

Voters who require enhanced access are able to vote independently
using options for audio or audio-enhanced presentation, and the use
of peripheral devices for accessibility.

boots from

encountered during the voter check-in
process with a digital poll book or paper
poll book.

migration
5

otes >
Add V

<V
ote

Admin

Election Data
Electi
a Manager

absentee voter marks

is sent to

migration
Local election official use the
web UI of the EDM Admin
Interface, which presents them
with several data access and
data management options for
transactions to manage the
variety of data that define a
jurisdiction
and an election
j

Check-in M
Materials

is
a PC
PC, disp
display and printer that assists
voters in troubleshooting any difficulty

Blank Absentee Ballot

is
a tablet or laptop-based
top-based device that presents a voter
with all the contests and questions for the voter’s
specific ballot, and creates a machine-countable
printed ballot that records the voter’s choices.

prints
and

Voter Kiosk

prints

A voter downloads an
absentee ballot kit from
Balloteer, which obtains
ballot information from the
Registrar.

ll U

JED

prints
rints

Onboarding Doc
Document

Ro

GIS

API

scanned into

Printer

er

in

One per precinct

27

llots >
arked Ba
M
Hand-Marked
nd-Marked Paper Ballot

Accessib Ballot Marker
Accessible
rker
One or more per precinct

is
device
a tablet or laptop-based
la
evice
that records voter checkin.

Balloteer
is a web user interface for voters to
download and print blank ballots.

ot

4

for a mobile platform such as
iOS or Android.

>
ter
gis

3

as part of the VSP, o
or standalone. Thee API is open and standards-based,
so that all of these VSP functions can
an be supported by any system that
supports the API.

s Re

2

BusyBooth integration is
similar to VSP integration – in
the context of an application

Election Administration Office
GIS

Mobile app

Dig
Digital
Polll Book

generates
absentee
ballot

8

BusyBooth
Polling Place Wait Tracker

The Voter Services Portal
Por (VSP) interacts
ts with the Registrar, via its web
services API, to submit
subm voter record requests
equests and to obtain voter
records and related iinformation. BusyBooth
yBooth and Balloteer are available

r
Vote

Managing includes all the technology-based
activities of election officials for election
administration and preparation for a
specific election.

Registration Form

t>
n Inpu
Ballot Desig

< Elect
ion
Inp
uts
,Q
ues
tion
s, Ca
n

didates

prints

Managing

13

is
a web user interface that
th helps a voter
er register,
determine eligibility, view and update
date their own
voter record, and view and record
ord polling place
BusyBooth), among
wait time (as in Bu
mong other services.

Printer

23

is fed into

ing
Onboarding
ocument
Document

LEOs & State Legislature

18

provides data to

Reporting is an integral aspect of the
TrustTheVote Project’s goal of making elections
wholly transparent, accurate, and trustworthy.
In the reporting phase, elections data is stored,
analyzed, and prepared for public consumption.

Re
su
lts

Registering includes all the people, technology,
and activities involved in voter registration,
voter records management, voter information
and services, and voter list management.

e
ot
<V

Voting
ting

n
ficatio
Indenti

VRR

a PC, display and printer that assists
voters in troubleshooting any difficulty

A local election official puts a batch of ballots into the scanner, where
digital image processing technology is used to record a vote for each
mark detected. For ballots flagged for unclear marks, the election official
has the opportunity to examine the ballot image, interpret voter intent,
and record the interpretation as a set of votes for that ballot.

boots from

encountered during the voter check-in
process with a digital poll book or paper
poll book.

JED

Tabulator
bulator
vote tally data
sfered to
transfered

ER

Partial Ta
llies >

CVR

ER

CVR

boots from

JED

Analytics
nalytics

s>
Result

is
a PC and display and printer
er with tabulation
election officials
software that local ele
cials use to
create election results and reports.

is
a data warehousing application that
election officials can use for data
analysis, and reporting.
aggregation, analysis

Local election officials provide the Tabulator with tally data from ballot
counting devices, to assess whether all needed data is available, and if
so, to create final election results and basic results reports and results
datasets.
ERT

Line Legend

fficials use the Analytics web user interface to provide
nalysis.
a wide range of data to be the basis of aadvanced reporting and analysis.
Standard reports meet Federal reporting requirements. Analytics can
registra
correlate election results, voter registration
activity, and voter
demographics.

Data Transfer – Networked

Data Transfer – Physical

Bulk Data Transfer – Physical or Networked
PDF to print

GIS
JED
BSB

Data Layer
The data layer includes a set of open
standards for election data, defined with
the help of local election officials and
formalized through major standards
organization.

efin
Blank Ballots
itio
n>

Write-once Boot Media

Boot Images – Physical

Accessible Ballot Marke
Marker
Central Ballot Counter
Precinct Ballot Counter
Tabulator

Device Transfer – Physical

Election Data Manager

Ballot Design Studio

Device Manager

Registrar

The data managed by the EDM comprises all of the information about an election, at
the level of an individual jurisdiction.

The data managed by the BDS is wide ranging set of data that describe ballots from
several viewpoints, used at different points in the BDS usage lifecycle for a specific
election.

The Device Manager does not manage data, but rather creates boot images for ballot
casting and
d counting devices. These boot images include both the software that is
specific to each device and the election-specific data needed by each device.

The Registrar manages a voter records database (VRDB) and implements a web
service API for access to the VRDB, either as an integrated VRDB or as a wrapper
around a legacy VRDB. The data in the VRDB includes:

State-Specific Ballot Rules: Requirements for ballot content and presentation,
derived from each state’s election law, regulations, or practice. These include rules
for issues such as candidate rotation, straight-party voting, and voting instructions, as

These are:
Con
Concrete Ballot Specifications: The finished ballot definitions and meta-data
produced by the Ballot Design Studio.

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Voter personal information, geographic
information, eligibility, participation history, membership in special voter groups, e.g.,
military, handicapped, protected/private.

well as presentation-level issues such as the use of basic text formats (mixed case vs.
uppercase, Roman vs. Italic).

Election Definition: The definiti
definition of the current election, created by the Election
Manager and included along with concrete bal
ballot specifications by the BDS.

Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, involving
voter requests and/or LEO activity. Includes: voter registration requests, LEO

Jurisdiction definitions: Districts, district type, precincts, precinct membership in
districts, GIS data for precincts and districts, and a host of precincting information:
precinct splits, sub-precincts, precinct-parts, per-election consolidations and
reporting precincts, and street segment and/or GIS data to support mapping
addresses to precincts.
Election definitions: Election (date, type, jurisdiction); contests, contest/district,
candidates, candidate/contest, referendum, referendum/district, ballot-response,
ballot-response/referendum, and a host of attributes that determine partisanship (or
lack thereof) for contests and candidates, use (or lack) of write-ins, prioritization for
ballot ordering, and more.

The goal is to transform, normalize,
aggregate, and publish election data to
all citizens – in near real time.

Ele
cti
on
D

Basic ballot specifications: For a given election, for each precinct, the list of
contests and referenda (including candidates, parties, write-in, straight-party, etc.)
that will be on an official ballot for that precinct.
Tabulation Manifest: A manifest or checklist that specifies each precinct (or other
vote tallying district) and the number of distinct tallies expected for one. For
example, a typical precinct might have one tally for each day of early voting, one tally
for each ballot counting device used on election day, and one tally for central ballot
count run of absentee or provisional ballots.

Concrete Ballot Specifications: A complete ordered set of every text element that
appears on each official ballot. These are created by extending an election’s basic
ballot specifications – the contests and questions defined for each precinct listed in

approval/rejection of such requests or of absentee ballots and provisional ballots;
voter check-in for in person voting; mail-out of absentee ballot, and receipt of
entee ballot.
returned absentee

an election-definition dataset – with both metadata in the election definition and
state-specific rules.

bset of a voter record that uniquely identified
Voter Demographic Records: A subset
dentifying information –
each voter’s characteristics – but without any personal identifying
including tthose needed for statistics and reporting of voter transactions, e.g.:
percentage of total successfu
successful military absentee voters out of all military absentee
voters, compared to similar success rate in the en
entire voting population.

Stylesheets for Paper Ballots and Digital Ballots: The BDS’s ballot lifecycle starts
with the acquisition of a per-election combination jurisdiction/election definition
(either from the EDM or other systems compliant with VIP 5 and/or VSSC election
definition standards) and the conversion of each of the election’s basic ballot
specifications to a concrete ballots specification. At this point, stylesheets become the
focus of interactive ballot design, beginning with human interaction with presentation

Boot

Image VSP, BusyBooth, and Balloteer
s >These components are clients of thee Registrar and use its APIs for viewingg voter records

Digital Poll Book Manager and Digital
D
Poll Books

Accessible Ballot Marker

Ballot Counting Devices

Tabulator

VoteStream and Analytics

The DPB Manager
Mana
stores a copy of the voter roll data obtained
btained from the Registrar or
other standards-compliant source of voter
oter records. Each DPB uses this data and
records voter check-in
-in events.

The device does not store or manage data outside of user sessions for indicating
ballot selections, but it does use ballot data from the Ballot Design Studio:

The Precinct Ballot Counter and Central Ballot Counter both process paper ballots
and create output data of two kinds:

The device does not store or manage data, but it does consolidate and analyze data:

Each provides, stores, and manages the data from the datasets that it receives:

or submitting requests; there is little or no retained managed data, with the notable
exception of log data
data.

Voter Registration Records: A voter roll is the small subset of the information in a
voter record that is needed for voter check-in using a poll book.

Extended Ballot Specifications: Used to drive the presentation of ballot items and
the collection of voter choices that are then presented on a printed paper ballot.

Tallying Device Records: The vote tallies for each ballot item in a batch of paper
ballots processed by the ballot counter.

output dataset
Tallying Device Records: Each ou
set of each run of each ballot counting
device; used as input for both
b
uditing and vote totaling. Consolidated into the
tally auditing
outpu dataset of all vote tallies, CVRs, and vote totals.
Tabulator’s output

Jurisdiction and Election Definitions: Describe the election as a whole, including
all ballot items and all vote tallying districts, include GIS data for each.

Voter Registration Records and Requests: Via the Registrar API, these components
com
make voter records requests and receive some parts of voter records.

Cast Vote Records: For each individual counted ballot, a record of all the votes
recorded from that ballot, intended for use in risk limiting audits of the counting
process.

Basic Ballot Specifications: Via the Registrar API, these components obtain the ballot
information for a specific ballot tied to a specific precinct of a voter or of a location.
Voter Transaction Logs: A log of transactions pertinent to each voter, for example,
online submission of a voter registration request or online completion of a form to be
printed, signed, and mailed.

Data Standards

Data Formats

Ballot Design Studio
De
Device
Manager

Voter Roll Updates > Accessible Ballot Marker
Digital Poll Book Manager
Registrar

level elements that define a ballot’s visual presentation, starting with a baseline that
implements the ballot design standards that were defined by AIGA and EAC.

Usage Legend

Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager

Extended Ballot Specifications: The end result of ballot design activity is twofold:
finished ballots for hand-marking at polling places or by absentee voters; and finished
ballots to be represented as a series of screens on a voting device. For paper ballots,
the result is both a set of PDF files for printing the full set of ballot styles and also a
set of concrete ballot specifications that include meta-data that is to be used by
ballot counting devices to interpret marked ballots. For digitally presented blank

EML

TTV

OASIS international
election data standard

TTV Project developed
data standards

Cas
ords: Consolidated into the Tabulator’s output dataset.
Cast Vote Records:
bulation Manifest: The Tabulator uses the manifest created by the Election
Tabulation
Manager (and included by the Device Manager in the Tabulator’s data) to audit the
input set of vote tallies, to ensure that all and only the expected tallies are presented

Voter Transaction Logs: A lo
log of transactions
actions pertinent to each voter from each
system that records voter
vote transactions.
ons.
Voter Demogra
ords: A subset of a voter record that does not contain
Demographic Records:
personal identifying information, but does uniquely identify each voter and several
h
cs of voters that are needed for statistics and reporting of voter
characteristics
ctions.
transactions.

Basic Election Results: Tally data collected on election night, before the final set of
tallies is available.
Tallying Device Records: That Tabulator’s consolidated output dataset of all final
vote tallies.

VRR

Ballot Design Studio

VTL

DL-VRR
VRR

DL-JED-ERT

DL-VTL

Voter Record

Tallying Device Records

Voter Transaction Log

A number of variations on voter
record requests and voter
records.

An extension of the election
nition to record the
vote-count output of:

A log record for local election
official’s actions in voter
registration administration,
absentee voting administration,

A) Counting devices such as optical

Device Manager
Accessible Ballot Marker
Digital Poll Book Manager
Registrar

VDR

DL-VDR
Voter
Demographic
Record

Voter Services Portal /etc.
Election Data Manager
Precinct Ballot Counter / Central Ballot Counter
Tabulator
Analytics
Votestream

ballots, the result is a set of concrete ballot specifications that include visual style
elements for each screen of each ballot.

300 Section

Guiding Principles

Accurate

Secure

Transparent

Verifiable

Elections technology must be...

List all voters and only eligible voters on voter rolls.
Count votes without errors, as they were cast.

Ensure voter privacy, data integrity, system reliability, and
proper authentication and authorization for access.

Allow verification of required accuracy.
Log all changes to guarantee accountability.

Enable everything that matters about an election to be
independently verified, including accuracy and security.

© 2007–2014 OSET Foundation and the TrustTheVote™ Project All Rights Reserved.
Designed by Dubberly Design Office • Version 5.1 • August 19, 2014
mh/hs
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Primitives:
Name-Value Pairs
Nodes + Links
Array
Matrix
Tree
Web
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Name-Value Pairs

Key

Value

firstName

Bugs

lastName

Bunny

location

Earth

Dubberly Design Office · Information Structures - Primitives · 31 October 2019
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Nodes + Links—also entities + relationships

Node

Dubberly Design Office · Information Structures - Primitives · 31 October 2019

Link

Node

33

RDF example

Subject

Noun
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Predicate

Verb

Object

Noun

34

Array—also list, stack

A

B
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Digital
1999
Digital photography replaces film for newspaper publications in large U.S. cities

Timeline of Digital Imaging

2003
Digital cameras outsell film cameras in the U.S. for the first time

This is a draft of a timeline describing major events
in the development of digital imaging in the areas of
military applications, academic research, professional
tools, first generation high end desktop tools, internet,
and second generation consumer desktop tools.

2004
Roughly 31% of U.S. households own digital cameras
2005
Kodak has higher sales from digital imaging
than from film-based technology for the first time
Mid 1970s
Scitex manufactures drum scanners that store images
in a computer before outputting them onto separation film

February 2006
An estimated 62% of households in the U.S. own digital cameras

Consumer Desktop Tools
(Second Generation)

February 1978
Exxon QYX Intelligent Typewriter Systems
introduces an electronic typewriter and the first fax machine

Internet

1980
Richard Shoup founds Aurora Systems,
manufacturer of digital videographics and
animation systems
1959
U.S. begins using spy satellites
that return photos by film canister ejection

1997
PhotoAccess, provider of digital photo printing services, founded

High End Desktop Tools
(First Generation)

1980
Ampex develops Ampex Video Art (AVA),
the first commercial paint program and hardware

July 1999
Ofoto, a photo sharing, storing, and printing services provider, founded

Professional Tools

April 1, 1960
NASA launches TIROS-1,
the first successful weather satellite

1970
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat Project
scans the Yosemite National Park with the first prototype
multispectral scanner, a remote sensing instrument used
in early Landsat satellites

April 1973
Richard Shoup creates SuperPaint, the first complete 8-bit
paint system, including hardware and software

February 2004
Ludicorp launches Flickr
March 20, 2005
Yahoo! acquires Ludicorp and Flickr

1984
Digital still cameras capture scenes from the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics,
though with poor image quality

1980
December 1976
MIT students implement Paint,
an 8-bit paint program,
on MIT’s framebuffer

October 17, 1969
George Smith and
Willard Boyle invent the
first charge-coupled
device (CCD) at Bell Labs

June 2001
Kodak acquires Ofoto

1983
Nikon releases NT-1000, enabling direct electronic transfer
of photos from a negative

December 1976
US launches KH-11,
the first known digital imaging spy satellite

1970

March 7, 2000
Snapfish registers its first members

August 25, 1981
Sony unveils the Mavica, its first still video camera
that recorded images on magnetic disks for TV playback

July 23, 1972
NASA launches Landsat 1,
the first USGS Landsat Project satellite, to capture images of the earth

1960

December 13, 1999
Shutterfly, a digital photo printing service, launches

1981
Richard Taylor and others at Quantel implement PaintBox,
a 24-bit commercial video paint program for real-time
manipulation of video and graphics

Academic Research

Military Applications

Imaging Popularity

March 21, 2005
HP buys Snapfish

1990

2000

1985
Nicholas Negroponte and Jerome Weisner
co-found MIT Media Lab

1997
Direct to plate
1995
Full imposition from desktop

1982
Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics,
written by James D. Foley and Andries van Dam,
published by Addison-Wesley

March 1973
Xerox Alto, developed at Xerox PARC,
becomes operational as the first personal computer

December 9, 1968
Engelbart introduces the paper paradigm,
video conferencing, teleconferencing, email,
hypertext, and the mouse
1967
Nicholas Negroponte founds MIT Architecture Machine Group
1967
ACM SIGGRAPH founded

1994
Apple releases QuickTake 100,
one of the earliest consumer digital cameras
1991
Kodak releases the first commercial digital camera,
1.3 megapixel DCS 100, at $20,000
February 1990
Adobe Photoshop 1.0 for the Mac released
1989
Scitex founder Efi Arazi forms EFI,
a digital imaging and print management company

1988
Nikon releases LS-3500, a desktop film scanner for 35 mm film

1963
Ken Knowlton at Bell Telephone Laboratory develops BEFLIX,
a language for bitmap animation

August 1987
Thomas and John Knoll begin work on Display,
the image processing program that later becomes Photoshop

1963
Ivan Sutherland develops Sketchpad,
one of the first software programs to enable drawing on a computer

1987
Adobe Illustrator, developed for the Mac, ships

1960
First Black and White bitmap display

2000
High-speed, on-the-fly
customization

2010
February 2006
Nikon releases Capture NX
January 9, 2006
Adobe releases public Beta of Lightroom
October 19, 2005
Apple introduces Aperture
April 4, 2005
Adobe first demonstrates Lightroom
at its Adobe Ideas Conference in New York City
July 2004
Google acquires Picasa from Idealab

October 1999
Nikon software Capture 1.0 uses RAW file formats for nondestructive editing
August 1999
Nikon releases D1, the digital SLR camera that begins to displace 35 mm film
for news and sports photojournalism

January 24, 1984
MacPaint, a paint program, released with original Mac
1983
Nathan Felde founds Lightspeed Computers,
developer of systems for image manipulation on devices

Version 1.3
Dubberly Design Office
March 9, 2006
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Cybernetics and Systems Design
Timeline
This is a draft of a timeline describing major events
in the development of cybernetics, operations research,
cybernetics,
operations
systems
analysis, systems
systems analysis,
systems research,
engineering,
and systems
design. It is stilland
incomplete.
engineering,
systems design (compiled in 2002).

This timeline describes major events in the development of

1943
Bigelow, Rosenblueth, & Wiener publish
Behavior, Purpose, and Teleology

1968
von Bertalanffy publishes
General Systems Theory

1943
McCulloch & Pitts publish
A Logical Calculus of the Ideas in Nervous Activity

1968
Churchman publishes
The Systems Approach

1944
1953
First conference on “Circular Causal
Last of the Macy Conferences
and Feedback Mechanisms
in Biological and Social Systems”
(aka the Macy Conferences)
Ashby, Bateson, McCulloch, Mead,
von Foerster, von Neumann
et alia attend
1948
Wiener publishes
Cybernetics: Command and Control
in the Animal and Machine

1969
Simon publishes
The Sciences of the Artificial
1969
Ramo publishes
Cure of Chaos: Fresh Solutions to Social Problems
through the Systems Approach
1971
Conference on Systems Approach
at Caltech
includes Churchman’s
A Critique of the Systems Approach
to Social Organizations

1949
Shannon and Weaver publish
Mathematical Model of Communications
Antecedents:

Related developments:

1971
Churchman publishes
The Design of Inquiring Systems

1952
Wiener publishes
The Human Use of Human Beings

1868
Maxwell publishes
On Governors

- Account Planning (in Advertising)
- Decision Support

1952
Ashby publishes
Design for a Brain

For Scientific Method:

- Scenario Planning
1956
Ashby publishes
An Introduction to Cybernetics

- Robert Grosseteste
- Ochham

- Henri Poincare

1961
Pask publishes
An Approach to Cybernetics

1940

1950

1960

1946
Research and Development Corp (RAND)
founded in Santa Monica

1945
Bush publishes
Science – The Endless Frontier
1945
Bush publishes
As We May Think
1940
National Defense Research Committee (NDRC)
established in US
Vannevar Bush appointed to run it

1941
OR sections set up
at RAF command centers

1938
Follow-up exercises at Bawdsey
origin of Operations Research (OR)
in both the UK and US

1937
Exercises at Bawdsey involving air
defense warning and control system

1936
British Air Ministry establishes Bawdsey
Research Station for radar experiments
Draft 2
Developed by Peter Esmonde and Dubberly Design Office
October 2, 2002
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1955
Ramo-Woolridge Corp
gets first contract
applies systems engineering
principles to Atlas and
Titan rocket projects

- Usability Research

1975
Pask publishes
Conversation, Cognition, and Learning

1970
1967
Wissing and Total Design
create routing system for
Schipol Airport

1952?
Herbert Simon spends
summer at RAND

1945
Simon publishes
Administrative Behavior

- Applied Ethnography

1972
Rittel publishes
On the Planning Crisis: Systems Analysis of the
First and Second Generations

1960
Miller, Galanter, & Pribram publish
Plans and the Structure of Behavior

1930

- Participatory Design

1972
Rittel & Weber publish
Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning

1956
Boulding publishes
The Image

- Francis Bacon

- Quality Management (TQM)

1972
Hoos publishes
Systems Analysis in the Public Policy: A Critique

1980

1990

2000

1980
Design Research Society Conference
Portsmouth

1967
Papanek publishes
Design for the Real World

1974
Argyris & Schön publish
Theory in Practice:
Increasing Professional Effectiveness

1967
Symposium on Design
Methods at Portsmouth

1974
symposium on Design Theory
at Columbia University

1965
Alexander publishes
A City Is Not A Tree
1965
Conference on Design Methods
at Birmingham
1964
Archer publishes
Systematic Method for Designers

1973
Simon publishes
The Structure of Ill-Structured Problems

1964
Rittel publishes
The Universe of Design
based on his seminars at Berkeley

1973
Schein publishes
Professional Education

1962
First conference on Design Methods
at Imperial College in London,
includes Alexander, Archer, Froshaug,
Jones, Thornley, and Pask
1962
Engelbart publishes
Augmenting Human Intellect:
A Conceptual Framework

1973
Koberg & Bagnell publish
The Universal Traveler

1972
Negroponte publishes
The Soft Architecture Machine
includes essay by Pask

1962
Rittel leaves Ulm
arrives at UC Berkeley

1970
Negroponte publishes
The Architecture Machine

1962
Gerstner publishes
Designing Programmes

1970
Jones publishes
Design Methods

1977
Kuhn publishes
The Essential Tension:
Selected Studies in Scientific Tradition

1962
Asimow publishes
Introduction to Design

1977
Sanoff publishes
Methods of Architectural Programming

1962
Hall publishes
A Methodology for Systems Engineering

1977
Peña publishes
Problem Seeking:
An Architectural Programming Primer

1962
Alexander publishes
Notes on the Synthesis of Form
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Parallel timelines

The Past 100 Years
1910
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Richard Wagner:

BaUhaUs

s !)'!

(FG UlM

s #raNBrooK

s (OFFMAN AT 9ALE

Gesamtkunstwerk
s ,E #ORBUSIER Vers Une Architecture

Design disciplines

Technology Design

Commerical Art

Book Design

s #AL!RTS

s Rittel Goes to BerKeleY

Commercial Art

Macs for Design Schools
s Media LaB

Publication Design

s TraNsistor

s ."#

s &ULLER $YMAXION (OUSE

s #"3

s TraNsistor Radio

s $$4 AS )NSECTICIDE

s !"#

s #olor TelevisioN

Universal Design

Transdisciplinary

$ESIGN /BSERVER

Design
UI design

Experience Design

Interaction Design

Critical Design
Strategic Design

s 0RODUCT 3EMANTICS

Social Design

s $YNABOOK !LAN +AY

s 0ORTAPAK

s WalKMaN

s 0ONG (OME

s %NGELBART &*##

s 3ELECTRIC

s !RTIFICIAL )NTELLIGENCE

s 4UCKER 3EDAN
s !toMiC BoMB

s 3TATIONARY 2EPRODUCTION #AMERA

s IBM 0#

Service Design
Design by Committee

s MooN LaNdiNG

s DN! Modeled

s 0hotoshop 1.0
s NiNteNdo: N%3

s 0oNG

s $UNGEONS  $RAGONS
s "ETAMAX

s .OKIA 
s -OSAIC "ROWSER
s 0OWER0OINT

s I0AD
s "LU RAY $ISC

s ,INUX

s ,ASER 0RINTER
s #$ 2/-

s !RTIFICIAL )NTELLIGENCE -INKSY

s !NDROID

s &ACEBOOK

s 7IKIPEDIA

s 0OSTSCRIPT

s *OY $IVISION

s i0hoNe
s +INDLE

s 7IFI ,!.

s +ODAK $#3 
s $ESKTOP 0UBLISHING

s .ON ,INEAR %DITING

s 9OU4UBE

s (UMaN GeNoMe 3eQUeNCed

s World Wide WeB %MerGes

s MaC

s '5) 8EROX 0!2#

s )"- 3YSTEM

s i0od

s 'ooGle

s 'AME "OY

s ,IGHTSPEED

s 6(3

s ##$ #HIP

s 'ESTALT 4HEORY

s (IGH 'ROUND

s #ULT OF THE 5GLY

s &IRST 3)''2!0( CONFERENCE "OULDER

Information Design

Super Graphics

s 0HOTOTYPESETTING

s *ET %NGINE !IRCRAFT

s 7ORLD OF 4OMORROW

Ferdinand de Saussure

s 3-!24

Information Architecture

Digital Typeface/Font Design

s .9 7ORLDS &AIR

s 2ADAR

Ada Byron (1st Computer Programmer)

s $IRECT -ANIPULATION )NTERFACE

Broadcast Design

Corporate Identity Design

s 0ENiCilliN

s !#$

s 0RODUCT 3EMANTICS

s 6ENTURI Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture

s .9 7ORLDS &AIR

s TelevisioN INveNted

s -C$ONOUGH Cradle to Cradle

s h)NNOVATION 4RAINv

s +NOWLEDGE .AVIGATOR

Branding

(Industrial) Film Design

Typesetter

s 'ENERAL 2ELATIVITY

s 0APANEK Design for the Real World

s 'ERSTNER Designing Programmes

Signage Design

Design Research

Letterer

s %0#/4

Title Design
s 0HILIPS 0AVILLION

Editorial Design

Crystal Palace

Froebel

s 2AYMOND The Cathedral and the Bazaar
s Rowe: Design Thinking

s 3)'#()

s 3UCHMAN GOES TO 0!2#

s 7EINGART GOES TO "ASEL

s (IEBERT Goes to 0#!

Communications Design

s %AMES AT #RANBROOK

Typographer

s (ELVETICA

Environmental Design

s 4EAGUE Design This Day

“Graphic Design”

Philosophical/
Media/Technology
Theorictal/Conceptual shifts
 * l 21 201  V

s )$ -AGAZINE

s "RODOVITCH (ARPERS "AZAAR

Advertising Design

Ford Model T

/FFi

s -C#OYS GOES TO (OLLAND
s -EMPHIS 'ROUP

s !lexaNder Goes to BerKeleY s !rChiteCtUre MaChiNe GroUp

s 2AND AT 9ALE
s !SPEN $ESIGN #ONFERENCE

s -OHOLO GOES TO #HICAGO

James Watt

-C#OYS AT #RANBROOK

s $OBLIN TO ))4

5NIMARK

s 2ICHARDSON3MITH

s MoholY-NaGY Goes to IIT

s 2UDER GOES TO "ASEL

s 0LANNED /BSOLESCENCE

s )NDUSTRIAL $ESIGN

Alphonse Mucha

s 4WITTER

s -ACROMEDIA $IRECTOR
s NetsCApe NaviGator

s &ONTOGRAPHER

Soviet Union
World War I

KoreaN War

World War II

VietNaM War

!FGhaN War

s GerMaN ReUNiFiCatioN

&raNCe

s 3ERIALISM

s 0ANAMA #ANAL

U3

Great DepressioN

Iraq War

s !MERICANS WITH $ISABILITIES !CT

s 3URREALISM

s $ADA

s /IL &OUND IN 3AUDI !RABIA

U3 #ivil RiGhts MoveMeNt

s #OCA #OLA

s %ARTH $AY

s %LMO

s -46

s $ !NIMATION

Great

s 2OWLING Harry Potter

s /8/ 'OOD 'RIPS

ReCessioN

s *OYCE 5LYSSES

Society

D BB l D I

s !lBers Goes to Yale

s )$%/

Design by Artists

Currier and Ives

s !lBers Goes to BlaCK MoUNTaiN

2010

Constructivism

s %ISENSTEIN 4HE "ATTLESHIP 0OTEMKIN

s #OMIC "OOKS

s &ITZGERALD The Great Gatsby

s -UZAK

s Wells: Citizen Kane

s $ISNEY Snow White

s -C$ONALDS

s *AZZ

s "LUES

s 3WING

s 3TARBUCKS

s &OLK

s %CO A Theory of Semiotics

s 7ALKER The Color Purple

s "REAK UP OF U33R

s 4AN 4HE *OY ,UCK #LUB
Multi-Culturalism

s 6ONNEGUT Slaughterhouse Five

s 2OCK
Pursuit of truth
Che Guevara

Minimalism

s !MBIENT

Globalization

s %U

s -ORRISON Beloved

s $ERRIDA Of Grammatology

Feminism

Challenge to status quo

s 'IBSON Neuromancer

s !)$3

s +UBRICK 2001 A Space Odyssey

s -C,UHAN Understanding Media

s 4HE "EATLES

s %LVIS 0RESLEY

High consumerism

Utopianism

Discovery of the unconscious

s .ELSON Problems of Design

s "ARTHES Mythologies
s 4HE -ICKEY -OUSE #LUB

s -AILER The Naked and the Dead

s ,ANG Metropolis
Futurism

s 7ILLIAMS The Glass Menagerie
s #AMUS The Stranger

s (EMINGWAY The Sun Also Rises

s 0ANTYHOSE

s #OMMON -ARKET

s (OWDY $OODY

s $ISCO

s New Wave

Uber consumerism

s (IP (OP

s 9+

s DOT COM BUBBLE

s !VATAR

s 4WIN 4OWERS

s .!&4!

s "0 /IL 3PILL

s 0IXAR Toy Story
s !LTERNATIVE

s %MO

Slow food movement
s 2ODRIGUEZ El Mariachi

Democritization Crowd-sourcing

Partial Cosmopolitanism
2EPRISE OF 3HARED 6ALUES

Irony/Camp
High Utopianism
i

Structoralism

Post-Structoralism

High Rationalism

Ecology

Relational art

Sustainability

Altermodern
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Matrix—also table
A

B

C

D

E

1

2

3
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maybe 3D
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or 4D or more Ds
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E.g., Stockroom
Gender

Size

Width

Color

Brand
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Pivot tables
A tool that allows you to summarize and explore large sets of data into a
meaningful report.
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All Wine
Tree

Wine

Cube

Color
Red

Region
California

France

Australia

Rose

White

California

Interface

Price
High
Med
Low

Criteria:

High
Med
Low

France

High
Med
Low

Australia

High
Med
Low

California

High
Med
Low

France

High
Med
Low

Australia

High
Med
Low
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California

High

Rose

France

Med

White

Australia

Low

Result:
High

High
Med
Low
High
Med
Low

Red

Med
Low

d
Re

se
Ro
W

e
hit

Au

str

Ca

Fra
n
lifo
rn

ce

ia

ali

a

27 Bottles
1) Joseph Phelps Insignia
2) Chateau St. Jean Cabernet Sauvignon Sonoma
3) Beaulieu Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon
4) Chateau Laﬁte Rothschild
5) Chateau Leoville Barton
6) E. Guigal Cotes du Rhone
7) Penfold’s Grange
8) Hewitson L’Oizeau Shiraz
9) Thorne Clarke Shotﬁre Ridge Shiraz
10) Palmina “Botasea” Rosato
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California/Low/All Colors
Tree

Wine

Cube

Color
Red

Region
California

France

Australia

Rose

White

California

Interface

Price
High
Med
Low

Criteria:

High
Med
Low

France

High
Med
Low

Australia

High
Med
Low

California

High
Med
Low

France

High
Med
Low

Australia

High
Med
Low
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California

High

Rose

France

Med

White

Australia

Low

Result:
High

High
Med
Low
High
Med
Low

Red

Med

3 Bottles
1) La Crema Chardonnay
2) Bonny Doon “Vin Gris de Cigare”
3) Beaulieu Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon

Low

d
Re

se
Ro
W

e
hit

Au

str

Ca

Fra
n
lifo
rn

ce

ali

a

ia
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Tree—also hierarchy, taxonomy
1.0

1.1

1.11

1.111

1.2

1.12

1.112
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1.121

1.122

1.21

1.211

1.212

1.22

1.221

1.222
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Tree of life
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Taxonomy
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An outline
1.0

Title
1.1

Section
1.11

1.12

SubSection

1.2

Section
1.21

SubSection

1.111 Paragraph

1.211 Paragraph

1.112 Paragraph

1.212 Paragraph

SubSection

1.22

SubSection

1.121 Paragraph

1.221 Paragraph

1.122 Paragraph

1.222 Paragraph
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Trees can also be represented as Venn diagrams

1.0
1.2

1.1
1.11
1.11
1.111

1.12
1.112

1.121
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1.21
1.122

1.211

1.22
1.212

1.221

1.222
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Trees can be traversed breadthwise or depthwise
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Web—also graph, network, ontology
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Ontology
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LATCH
Location, Alphabet, Time, Category, or Hierarchy
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Ethnographic Frameworks (or Mnemonic Devices)

AEIOU

POEMS

Ax4

Activity

People

Actors

Environment

Objects

Activities

Interaction

Environment

Artifacts

Object

Messages

Atmosphere

User

Services
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Perceptual Mapping/2 x 2 Positioning Map
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Perceptual Mapping/2 x 2 Positioning Map
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2 x 2: Willingness vs Ability—Managerial Responses

Able

C
orrective A
ction
Corrective
Action

S
et G
oals
Set
Goals

Unable

Bootcamp
B
ootcamp

C
oach/Teach
Coach/Teach

Unwilling

Willing
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2 x 2: Skill vs Will—Managerial Responses

Guide
G
uide

Delegate
D
elegate

Direct
D
irect

Excite
Excite

Will

Skill
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Known/Unknown 2 x 2
Unknown
Knowns

Known
Knowns
What we are
already measuring

Data thrown off
by operations,
but not used

Unknown
Unknowns
Correlations
that might be
discovered
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Known
Unknowns
What we are
planning to measure
(or is not worth the cost)
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Johari window, Joseph Luft & Harrington Ingham, 1955
Known to others

Known to self

Arena

Blind spot

Not known to others
Façade
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Not known to self
Unknown
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“Doxa”, Pierre Bourdieu, 1972
The universe of discourse
Discussed
Heterodoxy

Discussed
Orthodoxy
What we see
in the press;
what’s taught
in schools

Undiscussed
Heterodoxy

Undiscussed
Orthodoxy

The universe of the undiscovered
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2 x 2 Flow

Anxiety

Challenges

w
o
l
F

e
t
a
St
Boredom

Skills
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Pliant Systems—Austin Henderson
High

Coherence

Low

Low
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Flexibility

High
64

Tension between responsiveness and coherence (2 dimensions)

Coherence
More coherence; less responsiveness
e.g., Mainframe

Less coherence; more responsiveness
e.g., Internet

Responsiveness
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A family of trade-off curves

Coherence

Responsiveness
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Moving to a less desirable trade-off curve

Coherence

Increasing scale

Responsiveness
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E.g., as organizations grow, getting things done may become more
difficult and take longer

Coherence

Coherence

Increasing scale
Less coherence; less responsiveness

e.g., Large conglomerates

Responsiveness
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Responsiveness
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Moving to a more desirable trade-off curve

Coherence

Better ways for large
groups to work together.

Responsiveness
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E.g., Google’s PageRank search algorithm sits on a higher trade-off
curve than early Internet navigation systems such as Yahoo’s
original directory
Coherence

Coherence

More coherence; more responsiveness

e.g., English

Better ways for large
groups to work together.

Responsiveness
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Responsiveness
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Special thanks to
Jon Pittman
Mickey McManus
Jamie Ikeda

hugh@dubberly.com
Presentation posted at
www.dubberly.com/presentations/informationarchitecture.pdf

